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The Bat-Signal is a circle. A tall building is a rectangle. A safe in the bank is a square. BATMAN is

the perfect super hero to guide young learners through his nightly patrol and help them identify

familiar shapes along the way!
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I bought this board book for my 1-year-old daughter and she absolutely loves it. She has no idea

what sort of horrible tragedy caused a man to dress like a bat an fight crime, but she doesn't care!

Thankfully, the book doesn't dwell on Bruce Wayne's past, or the rouges gallery he fights, but

mainly on the shapes of Gotham.The book covers basic shapes of: square, triangle, rectangle,

circle, oval, star, and includes my daughter's favorite... the bat. My daughter loves to point out the

shapes and find the hidden ones on the page. The book is made from solid cardboard material that

withstands my daughter's rough handling of the pages.I would recommend this to fans of Batman

who hope to spark an interest early in a child's life.

This book has become one of my daughter's favorites. I love that it encourages interaction on her

part. She isn't quite three, but can already name every shape the book features! This is a great

addition to any little tots home library.



This is ADORABLE! I got this for my niece's first birthday so her parents can give her a head start

with shapes and of course, Batman. The pages are thick and sturdy, the drawings are bright and

bold. This is one that will last a couple of years at least.

MY son is a huge superhero fan and he loves when I read these books to him. He is able to follow

along while learning. They are sturdy and easy for him to turn pages and put them back on the

shelve.

After insisting it be read to him every night for weeks, my 2yo has started seeing the base shapes in

everyday objects, proudly exclaiming "rectangle!" while pointing at his napkin, etc.. Perfectly age

appropriate and engaging for youngin's.

My son loves Batman and was having trouble learning shapes and this book caught his attention

and helped him! I think the shapes could be better displayed in the book but he likes it so...

This will be more fun as our daughter gets older, but for now the bright pictures at least keep her

attention. I love the early learning books, and my husband loves the superhero theme!

Nice, THICK pages and they are easily wiped clean! My 2 1/2 year old who thinks he is batman,

loved this book! A good way to teach shapes and a nice superhero book for a little one.
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